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Abstract
Cancer development, a dynamic and long-term process, involves many complex
factors with stepwise progression ultimately leading to uncontrolled spreading
and growth of cancerous cells throughout the body called metastasis. The three
critical steps in this process for several types of human cancer formation are
initiation, promotion and progression. Invasion and metastasis are fundamental
properties of malignant cancer cells. In advanced tumors, EMT (epithelialmesenchymal transition) and mesenchymal-epithilial transition (MET) is
commonly associated with acquisition of metastatic potential. Chemoprevention,
a relatively new and promising strategy to prevent cancer, is defined as the use
of natural dietary compounds and/or synthetic substances to block, inhibit,
reverse, or retard the process of tumorigenesis. The chemopreventive effects
elicited by these natural dietary compounds are believed to be the properties
include antioxidative, anti-inflammatory activity, induction of phase 2 enzymes,
apoptosis, and cell cycle arrest. In this review, we will discuss the phytochemicals
on the potential molecular targets and signalling pathways that mediate tumour
metastasis.
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Cancer Metastasis

Cancer progression can be simplified into three stages: tumor
initiation, tumor promotion and tumor metastasis. Cancer
metastasis, the terminal stage of cancer development, accounts
for approximately 90% of all human cancer mortalities. It is
widely accepted that once cancer evolves into cancer metastasis,
the speed of cancer deterioration surges and the condition
will become hard to control. However, as the elusive process
of cancer metastasis has been gradually deciphered, how to
tackle cancer metastasis is becoming clearer [1]. To figure out
how phytochemicals interfere with the metastatic process,
understanding the process of metastasis is very important.
Metastasis can be depicted as a two-phase process: The first
phase is physical translocation of cancer cells from primary
tumors to distant organs and the second phase is tumor cell
colonization in distant organs. From the therapeutic standpoint,
understanding the mechanisms of physical translocation is critical
to the prevention of metastasis for patients who are in the early
stage of cancer while understanding the mechanisms leading to
successful colonization may bring about effective therapies for
patients with established metastases [1,2]. Since colon cancer
arises in epithelial tissues, this review focuses on epithelial cells.
Normally, epithelial cells are bound to neighboring cells and to
underlying basement membranes by adherents junctions and
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tight junctions which effectively immobilize epithelial cells. In
order to break away from primary tumors and initiate cancer
metastatic process, cancer cells will gain the ability to migrate and
invade as they become more malignant [3]. These two abilities
enable cancer cells to decompose, move through the extracellular
matrix surrounding them and enter blood and lymph vessels, two
highways carrying cancer cells to distant secondary metastatic
sites. As a tumor progresses, cancerous epithelial cells will go
through epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) to gain the
ability to migrate and invade. Decreased E-cadherin, an epithelial
intracellular linkage protein, is one of the hallmarks of EMT [4].

EMT has been found to play a critical role in the early embryonic
morphogenesis It is a reversible transition in many embryonic
contexts, so it is assumed that cells which have transformed to
mesenchymal phenotype may revert back to an epithelial form
via mesenchymal-to-epithelial transition (MET). Since EMT
initiates cancer cell migration, it was supposed that inhibiting or
reversing EMT process can thereby inhibit tumor metastasis [4].
However, several studies have shown that disseminated cancer
cells in metastatic sites are more like epithelial cells compared to
cancer cells in primary tumors in a number of different types of
carcinomas, including prostate cancer, breast cancer, colorectal
cancer, pulmonary cancer and hepatic carcinomas. To explain
this contradiction, a MET process was assumed to be involved
in the formation process of metastatic tumors [4,5]. Epigenetic
regulation of metastasis suppressor genes promises to be a
potentially important mechanism by which dietary components
can moluate cancer metastasis since many phytochemicals are
known to modulate gene expression [4,6,7].
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Emt and Anoikis
Anoikis is a type of cell death caused by cell detachment from the
cell-matrix. It is a very important cancer-preventing mechanism
to epithelial tissues because anoikis mechanism facilitates the
elimination of unattached epithelial cells, which have been
shed from the epithelium in the high-rate epithelium turnover
process, to prevent these cells from attaching to inappropriate
sites. Inappropriate attachment may lead to extensive neoplastic
growth and cause cancers [5,8,9].
Previous studies have indicated that cell detachment causes
cell death, anoikis, in normal epithelial cells but not in those
cancerous epithelial cells which have been through EMT because
in the EMT process, cancer cells will gain the resistance to
anoikis for surviving as they become more malignant [5,9]. Two
studies have strongly supported that E-cadherin-mediated cell
interaction between normal epithelial cells sensitizes detached
epithelial cells to anoikis [10]. Previous reported that phenolic
compounds and isoliquiritigenin inhibits human breast cancer
metastasis through preventing anoikis resistance, migration and
invasion [11,12].

Two Critical Barriers in the Process of Intravasation
and Extravasation

Tumor metastasis is a multi-step progressing process, including
acquisition of invasive phenotype, intravasation, extravasation
and colonization in distant organs. This research focused on
intravasation and extravasation stages. Each of these stages has
a crucial barrier. In the intravasation process, the extracellular
matrix (ECM), a protein layer confining tumor cells in tissues, is
a barrier to prevent tumor cells from entering blood circulation
while in the extravasation process, the blood vessel wall is a
barrier to inhibit tumor cells from leaving blood circulation and
invading other organs [13].

To enter blood circulation and move to other distant organs,
tumor cells secrete matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) to
decompose ECM. MMPs compose a family of zinc and calciumdependent proteolytic enzymes which digest various kinds
of protein components of ECM, including collagen, laminin,
fibronectin, vitronectin, elastin and proteoglycans. MMPs also
mobilize and activate certain growth factors that have been
tethered in inactive forms to the ECM or to the surface of the
cells . Furthermore, previous studies have indicated that MMPs
are crucial to invasion, migration, and tumorigenesis [13,14].
Therefore, MMPs are main targets that should be focus on to
prevent cancer cells from breaking through the ECM, a barrier in
the intravasation process [4,15].

After entering the blood circulation, cancer cells have to gain
the ability to penetrate blood vessel walls so as to leave blood
circulation system and invade other tissues or organs. In order
to penetrate blood vessel walls, colon cancer cells increasingly
produce C-C motif ligand 2 (CCL2) when they become more
malignant [16]. CCL2, also named monocyte chemotactic
protein-1 (MCP-1), is a chemokine that can recruit monocytes or
other inflammation-related cells. Human MCP-1 gene is located
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on chromosome 17 (chr.17, q11.2). It is composed of 76 amino
acids and is 13 kDa in size. Its receptor, C-C chemokine receptor
type 2 (CCR2), is mostly expressed in vascular endothelial cells,
vascular smooth muscle cells, monocytes, fibroblast and several
cancer cell lines. Prior studies showed that CCL2-mediated
macrophage recruitment promotes tumor growth, progression
and metastasis in different cancers, including breast, ovarian and
prostate cancers [16]. Recent reported that terameprocol (TMP),
is a naturally occurring phenolic compound found in the resin of
the creosote bush, inhibited CCL2 gene expression by preventing
RelA binding to DNA element.

Conclusion

Cancer metastasis is the major cause of cancer-related death.
Chemoprevention, a relatively new and promising strategy to
prevent cancer, is defined as the use of natural dietary compounds
and/or synthetic substances to block, inhibit, reverse, or retard
the process of carcinogenesis. Many natural dietary compounds in
fruits and vegetables have been isolated and have demonstrated
health-promoting properties. Theses phytochemicals including
flavonoids, carotenoids, proanthocyanidisn, polyphenolic
compounds, isothiocyanates, and terpenoids are suggested to be
the active members of the natural compounds on anti-invasion
and anti-metastasis. In this review, the implementation of
chemoprevention of cancer metastasis by various natural dietary
compounds are promising candidates for chemopreventive and
chemotherapeutic cancer treatment strategies.
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